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This paper deals with the cohomology of infinitesimal quantum general linear
oddŽŽ . . evŽŽ . . w xgroups. We prove that H G , K s 0 and H G , K ( K N . Our ap-q 1 q 1
proach is to consider the q-analogue of a unipotent group scheme and construct a
wŽ . xfiltration of the Hochschild complex for K U . Meanwhile a certain q-deforma-q 1
tion of a polynomial coalgebra arises naturally, which is also believed to be
interesting. Q 1999 Academic Press
w xLet G s GL be defined as in PW1 , where char K s 0 and q g K isq n, q
a primitive lth root of unity with l odd and l ) n. Let B be the lowerq
Ž .Borel subgroup of G and B be its infinitesimal part. Consider theq q 1
wŽ . xcomodule cohomology of K B with coefficients in the trivialq 1
vwŽ . x ŽŽ . .K B -comodule K. We can form the cup product algebra H B , Kq 1 q 1
Ž w x. oddŽŽ . .see PW2 . One key result in this paper says that H B , K s 0 andq 1
ev ŽŽ . . w xthere is graded B-algebra isomorphism H B , K ( K n , where n isq 1
the ad-nilpotent elements in the Lie algebra of lower Borel subgroup B of
GL . Via this we determine the cohomology of infinitesimal quantumn
Žlinear groups. Note that in the dual case i.e., infinitesimal quantum
.enveloping algebras the above result was proved by Ginzberg and Kumar
w xin GK . But in our work we do not use the duality between a quantum
linear group and a quantum enveloping algebra and do this much more
directly staying inside the theory of quantum linear groups.
ŽThe basic idea is simple. We consider the q-analogue or rather,
.characteristic 0 analogue of the coordinate algebra for the infinitesimal
wŽ . x wŽ . xunipotent group, i.e., K U , which is a quotient coalgebra of K Bq 1 q 1
Ž .see Section 1 . In contrast with its prime characteristic counterpart, it is
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no longer an algebra in general. Using a filtration of the Hochschild
wŽ . x wŽ . x Žcomplex for K U , we relate the cohomology of K U to via aq 1 q 1
. Žspectral sequence the cohomology of a certain q-deformation of a infini-
. Ž .tesimal polynomial coalgebra which is computable . This is the key to the
whole proof.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we review some basic
theory of quantum linear groups and study the coadjoint T -action onq
several modules. One important result is Theorem 1.5, which states that
vŽ . Ž wŽ . x.for any B T-module V the regular T -structure on H V, K Uq 1 q q 1
coincides with the coadjoint T -structure. In Section 2 we give the compu-q
tation in the rank one case, where the approach is very similar to the
counterpart in algebraic group theory of prime characteristic. In Section 3
we generalize it to a kind of q-deformation of infinitesimal polynomial
Ž .coalgebra which arises naturally in our investigations. The B -cohomol-q 1
ogy is given in Section 4. There we first analyze the T-structure of
vŽŽ . . Ž .H B , K Theorem 4.2 , then by using a filtration of the Hochschildq 1
wŽ . x Ž .complex for K U we obtain its B-algebra structure Theorem 4.4 . Inq 1
Ž .Section 5 we get our main result}the determination of G -cohomologyq 1
Ž . Ž w x.Theorem 5.1 , by using some standard arguments see also GK .
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
w xWe shall be working within the framework of PW1 , to which the reader
is referred for terminology and notation not explained here. Let K be a
field of characteristic 0. Let q g K be a primitive lth root of unit with l
odd and l ) n. The quantum general linear group GL , which wasn, q
w xintroduced by Yu. Manin, can be defined as follows: Let K M be then, q
algebra defined by n2 generators x , 1 F i, j F n, subject to the relationsi j
x x s qy1 x x , s - t ;i s i t i t i s
x x s qy1 x x , i - j;i s js js i s
x x s x x , i - j, s ) t ;i s jt jt i s
x x y x x s qy1 y q x x , i - j, s - t .Ž .i s jt jt i s i t js
It is a bialgebra whose coalgebra structure is given by
D x s x m x and « x s d .Ž . Ž .Ýi j i k k j i j i j
k
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Let
Ž .yl sD s yq x ??? x g K MŽ .Ýq 1, s Ž1. n , s Žn. n , q
sgS n
be the quantum determinant. It is a central group-like element. Then
w xK GL , the coordinate algebra of the standard quantum general linearn, q
w xgroup GL , is defined to be the localization of K M with respect ton, q n, q
 r < 4the multiplicative set D r G 0 . It is a Hopf algebra, inheriting theq
w xbialgebra structure on K M .n, q
Ž .Set G s GL , G s GL . Let T , B resp. T , B be the maximalq n, q n q q
Ž . w xdiagonal subgroup, lower Borel subgroup of G resp. of G . As in PW1 ,q
l a w xthe map x ‹ x extends to a bialgebra homomorphism F : K G “i j i j
w xK G . The corresponding morphism of quantum group F: G “ G isq q
called a Frobenius morphism. We now define the infinitesimal subgroup of
Ž .G , i.e., G s Ker F s G = E. Here E is the trivial quantum groupq q 1 q G
Ž w x.and = denotes the fiber product over G see PW1 . If H is a closedG
Ž .subgroup of G, then we can consider the infinitesimal thickening G H sq 1
G = H of H in G . Note that the above Frobenius morphism alsoq G q
induces Frobenius morphisms F: B “ B, F: T “ T. Therefore theq q
Ž . Ž .infinitesimal torus T , the infinitesimal Borel subgroup B , and itsq 1 q 1
Ž .infinitesimal thickening B T can be defined similarly.q 1
Ž .The character group of T , denoted by X [ X T , is the multiplicativeq q
subgroup
r1 r2 rn <X T s x x ??? x r g Z 4Ž .q 11 22 nn i
w xof K T . Letq
y1 < q y1 <F s x x i / j , F s x x i ) j . 4  4i i j j i i j j
Then F is a root system of type A with Fq as its set of positive roots.ny1
X Ž .Denote by X the character group of T . Then it is obvious thatq 1
XX s XrlX.
w xFollowing PW2 , one can define the q-analogue of the unipotent radical.
Ž X. wŽ . x Ž wŽ . x.Denote by I resp. I the right ideal of K B resp. of K B Tq 1 q 1
Ž X .generated by all x y 1. It is easy to verify that I resp. I is a coideal.i i
wŽ . x wŽ . xThus we obtain a quotient coalgebra, i.e., K U [ K B rI (q 1 q 1
wŽ . x XK B T rI .q 1
wŽ . x Ž .Note that K U is not an algebra. So U does not, in general,q 1 q 1
represent a closed subgroup of G . However, it still bears much resem-q
blance to the classical infinitesimal unipotent group scheme. To capture as
much as possible the resemblance is often useful in our later work.
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Ž w x.Recall that see PW2 a K-coalgebra C is unitary if there is a coalgebra
homomorphism k : K “ C. For a unitary K-coalgebra C and a C-comod-
CŽ .  <ule V with structure map t , we denote by F V the subspace ¤ g V
Ž . Ž .4 Ct ¤ s ¤ m k 1 of V. The functor F is a left exact functor from the
category of C-comodules to the category of K-vector spaces. The ith
C iŽ . w xderived functor of F is often denoted by H y, C . If C s K H , the
Ž .Hcoordinate algebra of a quantum group H, we also use notations y ,
iŽ . K w H xŽ . iŽ w x.H H, y in place of F y , H y, K H , respectively.
Ž . Ž .1.1 DEFINITION AND THEOREM. A triple B, A, C consisting of three
unitary K-coalgebras is called a Hochschild triple if they satisfy the
following four conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 B is a unitary subcoalgebra of A, and C is a unitary quotient
coalgebra of A.
Ž . CŽ .2 F A s B. In particular, for any A-comodule V, the subspace
CŽ .F V has a natural B-comodule structure.
Ž . CŽ .3 For any injective A-comodule I, F I is an injective B-co-
module.
Ž . <4 For any injective A-comodule I, I is an injective C-comodule.C
jŽ .In this case, for any A-comodule V and j G 0, H V, C has a natural
B-comodule structure and there is a spectral sequence with
E i , j s H i H j V , C , B « H iq j V , A .Ž . Ž .Ž .2
Ž .Proof. By 4 , the standard A-injective resolution for V restricts to a
< Ž .C-injective resolution for V . Then the claim follows from 2 andC
Grothendieck spectral sequence theorem.
w Ž . Ž .x Ž wŽ . x wŽ . x wŽ . xBy DPW, 5.2 , 5.3 , we know K T , K B , K U is aq 1 q 1 q 1
Ž .Hochschild triple. Therefore, for any B -module V and any j G 0,q 1
jŽ wŽ . x. Ž .H V,K U has a natural T -module structure, and there is aq 1 q 1
spectral sequence with
i , j i j iqjE s H T , H V , K U « H B , V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /ž /2 q q q1 1 1
iŽŽ . .Since H T , y s 0, ; i ) 0, the above spectral sequence degenerates.q 1
Therefore for any i
Ž .Tq 1i iH B , V ( H V , K U .Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /q q1 1
K wŽUq .1 xŽ . Ž .If we regard F y as a functor from the category of B -modulesq 1
Ž .to the category of T -modules, we haveq 1
Ž .1.2 LEMMA. There is a natural equi¤alence between two functors
F K wŽUq .1 x y ( IndŽTq .1 y .Ž . Ž .ŽB .q 1
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Ž .In particular, for any B -module V and any i G 0 we ha¤eq 1
i i ŽT .q 1H V , K U ( R Ind V .Ž .ž /q ŽB .1 q 1
Ž . Ž .Proof. For any T -module W and B -module V, we haveq 1 q 1
K wŽUq .1 x < K wŽUq .1 xHom W , F V ( Hom W , F VŽ . Ž .Ž . ŽB .Ž .ŽT . ŽB . q 1q 1 q 1
<( Hom W , V .Ž .ŽB .ŽB . q 1q 1
K wŽUq .1 xŽ .This shows that F y is the right adjoint of the restriction functor.
Hence it is isomorphic to the induction functor and the lemma follows.
Ž . iŽ wŽ . x.The T -structure on each H V, K U can also be explained viaq 1 q 1
Ž w Ž .x.the Hochschild resolution see PW1, A.2 of V. Denote by p the1
wŽ . x wŽ . x Ž .canonical morphism K B “ K U . For any B -module V, theq 1 q 1 q 1
wŽ . xhomomorphism between K U injective resolutionsq 1
2m
0 “ V “V m K B “V m K B “ ???Ž . Ž .q q1 1
6 6 6
2midmpid idmp1 1.2.1Ž .1
2m
0 “ V “V m K U “V m K U “ ???Ž . Ž .q q1 1
induces a cochain map between the two complex
0 “V m K T “V m K B m K T “ ???Ž . Ž . Ž .q q q1 1 1
6 6
2midmp idmp1 1 1.2.2Ž .
0 “ V “ V m K U “ ???Ž .q 1
vŽ wŽ . x.This cochain map induces an isomorphism between H V, K U andq 1
vŽ . Ž wŽ . x.itself. It gives rise to a T -structure on each H K, K U via theq 1 q 1
Ž . Ž .regular T -action. We call it the regular T -structure. In the caseq 1 q 1
where V s l g XX, by tensor identity we have
i iH l, K U ( H K , K U m l.Ž . Ž .ž / ž /q q1 1
iŽ wŽ . x.ŽTq .1 iŽ wŽ . x.In particular, H l, K U ( H K, K U . Therefore we get aq 1 q 1 yl
canonical embedding
Ž .Tq 1i i iH B , l ( H l, K U ¤ H K , K U .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž / ž /q q q1 1 1
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Ž .Using the same argument as above we know that for any B T-module V,q 1
iŽ wŽ . x.there is a regular T -structure on each H V, K U , and for any l g Xq q 1
one can also get a canonical embedding
i iH B T , l ¤ H K , K U .Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /q q1 1
Ž . w x wŽ . x1.3 LEMMA. Denote by pr the canonical morphism K T “ K T .q q 1
Then we ha¤e
Ž . X X iŽŽ . X. iŽŽ . .X1 For any l g X , H B , l ( [ H B T , l .q 1 q 1lg X , prŽl.sl
Ž .2 There are natural graded K-algebra isomorphisms
v v v XH K , K U ( H B T , l ( H B , l .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .[ [ž /q q q1 1 1X X
lgX l gX
Ž . Ž .Proof. Part 1 is clear; we only need to prove 2 . By the above
discussion we see
i iH K , K U s H K , K UŽ . Ž . X[ž / ž /q q1 1 ylX X
l gX
Ž .Tq 1Xi( H l , K UŽ .[ ž /q 1X X
l gX
( H i B , lX .Ž .Ž .[ q 1X X
l gX
It remains to prove that the above isomorphism is an algebra isomorphism.
We use the standard resolutions and define c s, t: I s m I t “ I sq t byl z lz
sending x m ??? m x m x m y m ??? m y m y to1 s 1 t
z x m ??? m z x m y x m ??? m y x m yx .Ý1 s 1 Ž1. t Ž t . Ž tq1.
x
w Ž .xUsing a calculation similar to that carried out in PW1, A.3.1 , one can
s, t Ž .show that c is an B -module homomorphism, and we obtain aq 1
cochain map by putting all these homomorphisms together. Therefore
X s, t s, tthe cup product m for l, z g X is induced by the map c s c :l, z l, z
sŽŽ . . tŽŽ . . sq tŽŽ . .C B , l m C B , z “ C B , lz given byq 1 q 1 q 1
s , tc x m ??? m x m y m ??? m y s z x m ??? m z x m y m ??? m y ,Ž .1 s 1 t 1 s 1 t
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which means the diagram
js t sqtH B , l m H B , z “ H B , lzŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .q q q1 1 1
1.3.1Ž .x x
js t sqtH K , K U m H K , K U “ H K , K UŽ . Ž . Ž .ž / ž / ž /q q q1 1 1
iŽŽ . .is commutative. The same arguments apply to H B T , l as well. Thisq 1
completes our proof.
w xRecall that the coadjoint T -action on K G is an algebra homomor-q q
phism extending the mapping x ‹ x m xy1 x . It clearly induces ai j i j i i j j
wŽ . x wŽ . x wŽ . xcoadjoint T -action on K B T , K B and K U , respectively.q q 1 q 1 q 1
Denote by Coad the structure map for a coadjoint T -module. We haveq
Ž . Ž .1.4 LEMMA. Let V be a B T-module with structure map t . Denote byq 1
p X , p Y the natural projections1 1
K B T “ K U , K B T “ K T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .q q q q1 1 1
respecti¤ely. Define
t X [ id m p X (t , t Y [ id m p Y (t .Ž . Ž .1 1
Then t , t X are both T -module homomorphisms. Here T acts on V as usualq q
wŽ . x Ž wŽ . x.and acts on K U resp. on K B T coadjointly.q 1 q 1
wŽ . x Ž .Proof. In fact the lemma is true if V s K B T , the regular B T-q 1 q 1
wŽ . xmodule, hence it is true if V is a direct sum of copies of K B T . Nowq 1
Ž . wŽ . xany B T-module is a submodule of a direct sum of copies of K B T ;q 1 q 1
this proves the lemma.
Since the comultiplication D and the canonical homomorphism
wŽ . x wŽ . xK B T “ K U are both coadjoint T -homomorphisms, one seesq 1 q 1 q
Ž . Žeasily in the standard resolution for V as B T-module resp. asq 1
wŽ . x .K U -comodule , each differential is a coadjoint T -homomorphism.q 1 q
wŽ . x wŽ . x ŽHere T acts on V as usual and acts on K B T m ??? m K B T resp.q q 1 q 1
wŽ . x wŽ . x.K U m ??? m K U coadjointly. Therefore there is a natural coad-q 1 q 1
iŽ wŽ . x.joint T -structure on each H V, K U , and the canonical isomorphismq q 1
vŽ . Ž wŽ . x.induced by cochain map 1.2.2 between H V, K U and itself is also aq 1
coadjoint T -isomorphism. We observe thatq
Ž . Ž .1.5 THEOREM. For any B T-module V, the coadjoint T -structure onq 1 q
iŽ wŽ . x..H V, K U coincides with the regular T -structure.q 1 q
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Proof. It suffices to check that in the following complex
0›
0 “V m K T “ V m K B T m K TŽ .q q q1
1 22› ›m“ V m K B T m K T “ ??? ,Ž .q q1
the coadjoint T -structure on the ith cohomology coincides with theq
corresponding regular T -structure. The case where i s 0 is trivial. As-q
sume i s 1. Since in the above complex each object has the two T -struc-q
ture and each differential keeps the two T -structure, we only need toq
prove for any nonzero representative
1x s ¤ m f m g g H V , K UŽ .Ý ž /i i qž / 1
igI
that l s g, where
Ž .1 For any i g I, 0 / ¤ is a T -weight vector in V and f is ai q i
wŽ . x  4monomial in K B T with coefficient 1. f are K-linear indepen-q 1 i ig I
dent.
Ž . "1 "12 g is a nonzero monomial on x , . . . , x with coefficient 1.11 nn
Ž .3 The coadjoint T -weight of ¤ m f for all i g I is the same. Weq i i
denote it by l.
By definition we have
t ¤ m f m g y ¤ m D f m g q ¤ m f m g m g s 0.Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i i i i iž / ž / ž /
igI igI igI
Therefore
t ¤ m f y ¤ m D f q ¤ m f m g s 0.Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i i i i iž / ž / ž /
igI igI igI
wŽ . x w xNote that for a monomial f g K B T _ K T , we haveq 1 q
D f s g m f q f m gX q f X m f Y ,Ž . Ýf f
where g / 0, gX / 0 are both nonzero monomials on x "1, . . . , x "1 withf f 11 nn
coefficient 1 such that gy1 gX s l , the coadjoint T -weight of f. Bothf f f q
X Y Ž X Yf , f have coadjoint T -weight strictly less than that of f in fact l l sq f f
.l .f
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Set
<S s i g I f s g , 4i
X <S s i g I _ S f g K T , 41 i q
X <S s i g I _ S f f K T . 42 i q
It is clear that I s S j SX j SX .1 2
Case 1. S s B and SX / B. We pick an i g SX such that the coadjoint2 2
 4T -weight of f is as big as possible. Since f are K-linear indepen-q i i ig I
dent, we deduce that gX s g andf i
t ¤ m f y ¤ m g m f s 0.Ž .i i i f ii
Ž .Hence t ¤ y ¤ m g s 0, which implies the T -weight of ¤ is g .i i f q i fi i
Therefore
l s g l s g gy1 gX s g .f f f f fi i i i i
Case 2. S s B and SX s B. Therefore SX s I / B. It is easy to see2 1
this is impossible.
Case 3. S / B, SX / B, and SX s B. It is clear that there exists an2 1
unique index i g S. Again we pick an index iX g SX such that the coad-2
joint T -weight of f X is as big as possible, and it follows that the T -weightq i q
of ¤ X is g . Since SX s B, it is easy to see gX s g. Hence again we haveX Xi f 1 fi i
l s g gy1 gX s g.X X Xf f fi i i
Case 4. S / B, SX / B, and SX / B. Still denote i as the unique2 1
index in S. First we claim that there exists iX g SX such that gX s g. InX2 f i
Ž .fact if it is not so, we have note that f s gi
t ¤ m g q ¤ X m f X m g q ¤ Y m f Y m g s 0.Ž . Ý Ýi i i i i
X X Y Xi gS i gS2 1
Hence
t ¤ q ¤ X m f X q ¤ Y m f Y s 0.Ž . Ý Ýi i i i i
X X Y Xi gS i gS2 1
0Ž .One can verify directly that x s › y¤ m g , which implies x is a repre-i
1Ž wŽ . x.sentative of zero element in H V, K U , a contradiction. This con-q 1
firms our claim.
Now pick an iX such that gX s g. Still it is not difficult to see ¤ X has theXf ii
same T -weight as g . It follows as before that l s g.Xq f i
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Case 5. S / B, SX s B. It is easy to see SX / B. We still denote the2 1
unique index in S by i. Note that f s g. Then we havei
t ¤ m g q ¤ X m f X m g s 0,Ž . Ýi i i
X Xi gS1
t ¤ X m f X y ¤ X m f X m f X s 0.Ž .Ý Ýi i i i i
X X X Xi gS i gS1 1
Hence
t ¤ s y ¤ X m f XŽ . Ýi i i
X Xi gS1
and for any iX g SX1
t ¤ X s ¤ X m f X .Ž .i i i
0Ž .Now it is easy to verify that x s › y¤ m g , which implies that x is ai
1Ž wŽ . x.representative of zero element in H V, K U . This contradicts ourq 1
choice of x.
Ž .Now we have proved for any B T-module V, the coadjoint T -struc-q 1 q
1Ž wŽ . x.ture on H V, K U coincides with the regular T -structure. In generalq 1 q
Ž .for i ) 1, consider the B T-module short exact sequenceq 1
0 “ V “ I “ IrV “ 0,
Ž . Ž .where I is an injective B T-module. Since an injective B T-moduleq 1 q 1
wŽ . xrestricts to an injective K U -comodule, we have isomorphismq 1
ui iy1H V , K U ( H VrI , K U ,Ž . Ž .ž / ž /q q1 1
which is a coadjoint T -homomorphism by the fact that the comultiplica-q
tion and structure map t X are both coadjoint T -homomorphisms. On theq
other hand, since we have isomorphism of functors,
TqK wŽU . xq 1F y ( Ind y ,Ž . Ž .B TŽ .q 1
which implies that isomorphism u is also the regular T -homomorphism.q
Therefore the isomorphism u keeps the two T -structure. By induction onq
i we can reduce our task to the case where i s 1. This completes the proof
of the theorem.
Up to now we have been working with the ``infinitesimal quantum
Žunipotent group scheme.'' One can also define the q-analogue denote by
. Ž .U of classical unipotent group by using B instead of B . The canoni-q q q 1
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w x w xcal projection K B “ K U will be denoted by p . All the results weq q
have obtained carry to this context without difficulty. Let U be the
unipotent subgroup of G consisting of all lower triangular matrices with
w xdiagonal entries 1. Note that K U is not an algebra, but it actuallyq
w xcontains a Hopf subalgebra K U under the canonical embedding
x ‹ p x l .Ł Łi j i jž /
i)j i)j
Ž w x w x wŽ . x.It is easy to see that K U , K U , K U is a Hochschild triple.q q 1
Therefore we have
Ž . w x1.6 LEMMA. Let V be a K U -comodule. Then for any j G 0,q
jŽ wŽ . x.H V, K U has a natural U-module structure and there is a spectralq 1
sequence with
i , j i j iqjE s H U, H V , K U « H V , K U .Ž . Ž .ž /ž /2 q q1
2. RANK ONE CASE
v vŽ wŽ . x. Ž w x.In this section we shall compute H K, K U and H K, K U inq 1 q
the case where n s 2.
w x wŽ . xSet A s K U , A s K U , and x s x . For convenience, we writeq 1 q 1 21
Ž k . Ž Ž k .. kp x resp. p x simply as x . It is easy to see that A has monomials,1 1
say 1, x, . . . , x ly1, as a basis. Define the K-linear map w, c from A to1
A as1
0, for m s 0,¡
m ~w x s mŽ . my 1x , for 1 F m F l y 1.¢ 1
1, for m s l y 1,mc x sŽ . ½ 0, for 0 F m F l y 2.
iw x Ž w x.Here denote the quantum integers see APW . For any i G 0, setj
J i s A1
w , i even,id s ; i .½ c , i odd.
Then we have
v vŽ . Ž .2.1 LEMMA. The complex J , d with augmentation map t : K “ A ,1
1 ‹ 1, is an injecti¤e resolution for K as a tri¤ial A -comodule.1
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Ž .Proof. This follows easily from the identity in A1
i
ii m iymD x s x m x .Ž . Ý m
ms0
A1Ž . iŽ .Since F A s K, we have dim H K, A F 1 for any i G 0. On the1 1
v vŽ . Ž wother hand, one can also use the Hochschild resolution I , d see PW1,
vŽ .x. Ž .A.2 to compute H K, A . It is easy to verify that1
H 0 K , A s K ,Ž .1
1  4H K , A s K-Span x ,Ž .1
!¡ ƒw xl y 1
2 s t~ ¥H K , A s K-Span b x [ x m x .Ž . Ž . Ý1 0 ! !¢ §w x w xs tsqtsl
s/0, t/0
Ž wHere b is the so-called quantum Bockstein operator compare CW,0
Ž .x. 1Ž . 2Ž .13.27 . Write V s H K, A , W s H K, A . Then we have0 1 0 1
vŽ . Ž .2.2 THEOREM. There is a graded K-algebra isomorphism H K, A (1
Ž . XŽ . Ž .L V m S W , where L V is the exterior algebra for V gi¤en its natural0 0 0 0
XŽ .grading, and S W is the symmetric algebra for W gi¤ing all elements of W0 0 0
degree 2.
v vProof. We shall construct explicitly a cochain map from I to J
extending the identity map on the augmentation term K. By the standard
facts from homological algebra, it must induce an isomorphism between
vŽ .H K, A and itself.1
Define the K-linear maps l, m from A to K as1
y1, m s 1,ml x sŽ . ½ 0, 0 F m - l , m / 1.
1, m s l y 1,mm x sŽ . ½ 0, 0 F m F l y 2.
Let
l m m m ??? m l m m m id, n even,nr s ½ l m m m ??? m l m id, n odd.
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It is elementary to verify directly that r n is an A -comodule homomor-1
phism from Am
nq 1
to A . Moreover, for any 0 F k F l y 11 1
r1 ( d0 x kŽ .
0, if k s 0,¡
1 k k ~s r 1 m x y D x sŽ .Ž . k1 k m kymr Ý x m x , if k / 0,¢ ms 1ž /m
0, if k s 0,¡
k 0 k~s s w x s w ( r x ,k Ž . Ž .ky1x , if k / 0,¢ 1
v1 0 0 0 0which means r ( d s w ( r s d ( r . In general, we want to prove r is
a cochain map:
t 0 1 2d d d2 3m m0 “ K “ A “ A “ A “ ???1 1 1
6 6 6 6
0 1 2 2.2.1Ž .r r rid
w c wt
0 “ K “ A “ A “ A “ ???1 1 1
We use induction on n. Assume r n ( dny1 s d ny1 ( r ny1 holds. For all
u g Amn, f g A1 1
r nq1 ( dn u m fŽ .
r nq1 dny1u m f q u m D f , n odd,Ž .Ž .
s
nq1 ny1½ r d u m f y u m D f , n even,Ž .Ž .
¡ n ny1m r ( d u m fŽ .Ž .
nqr u m 1 m m m id (D f , n odd,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .~s
n ny1l r ( d u m fŽ .Ž .¢ nyr u m 1 m l m id (D f , n even,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
m w ( r ny1 u m f q r n u m 1 m c f , n odd,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s
ny1 n½ l c ( r u m f q r u m 1 m w f , n even,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
c ( r n u m f , n odd,Ž .
s n½ w ( r u m f , n even.Ž .
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vThis proves r is indeed a cochain morphism. On the other hand, after
taking A -cofixed point we get a commutative diagram1
0 “ K “ A “ A m A “ ???1 1 1
6 6 6
0 1 2r r r 2.2.2Ž .
0 “ K “ K “ K “ ???
Since
2 0 2H r x j x s r x m x s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .
v3 3H r x j b x y b x j x s r x m b x y b x m x s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
and for any n
v2 nq1H r x j b x j ??? j b xŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0ž /^ ‘ _
n
2 nq1s r x m b x m ??? m b xŽ . Ž .0 0ž /^ ‘ _
nnq1s y1 / 0,Ž .
vŽ .which implies that in H K, A ,1
x j x s 0,
x j b x s b x j x ,Ž . Ž .0 0
x j b x j ??? j b x / 0,Ž . Ž .0 0^ ‘ _
n
respectively. This completes the proof of the theorem.
vŽ .Now we shall determine H K, A . It is easy to see
0 1  l 4H K , A s K , H K , A s K-Span x , xŽ . Ž .
2 Ä 1 ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .  Ž .4and b x g H K, A . Write V s H K, A , W s Span b x . We0 0 0 0
have
vŽ . Ž .2.3 THEOREM. There is a graded K-algebra isomorphism H K, A (
Ä X Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .L V m S W , where L V is the exterior algebra for V gi¤en its natural0 0 0 0
X Ä Ä ÄŽ .grading, and S W is the symmetric algebra for W gi¤ing all elements of W0 0 0
degree 2.
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Proof. By Lemma 1.6 and the fact that any one dimensional U-module
is a trivial module we get a spectral sequence with
Em , m
X
s H m U, H m
X
K , AŽ .Ž .2 1
« H mq mX K , A ( H m U, K m H mX K , A .Ž . Ž . Ž .1
mŽ .Since char K s 0, it is well known that H U, K s 0 for m G 2. There-
fore dm , m
X
s 0 whenever r G 2. Hence as a T -module,r q
H m K , A ( E1, my1 [ E0, m ( E1, my1 [ E0, m .Ž . ‘ ‘ 2 2
mŽ .Hence we deduce that dim H K, A s 2 and the T -weight set ofq
mŽ .H K, A is
m q 1 lar2, a q m y 1 lar2 , 4Ž . Ž .
if m is odd; and
 4a q mlar2, mlar2 ,
if m is even.
Now assume m is even. We want to show
x l m x m b x m ??? m b xŽ . Ž .0 0^ ‘ _
Ž .m y 2 r2
mŽ .is a nonzero representative in H K, A . Note that there is a K-coalgebra
pw x wŽ . x w x Ž .isomorphism K U m K U ( K U . This is not true if n G 3. Forq 1 q
Ž .simplicity we denote p y m z by y ? z. By the Kunneth theorem, there is aÈ
K-linear isomorphism
X Ym m mH K , K U ( H U, K m H K , K U . 2.3.1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . [ ž /q q 1X Ym qm sm
Denote by I v, I v, and I v the Hochschild resolutions of K as trivial1 2 3
w x wŽ . xK U -comodule, U-module, and K U -comodule, respectively. Weq q 1
claim that the linear map c s, t: I s m I t “ I sq t by sending y m ??? m y m2 3 1 1 s
y m z m ??? m z m z to1 t
y l m ??? m y l m y ? z m ??? m y ? z m y ? zÝ1 s Ž1. 1 Ž t . t Ž tq1.
y
defines a cochain map between I v m I v and I v.2 3 1
w Ž .xIn fact the proof in PW1, A.3.3 goes through in our case. For
completeness, we give it here.
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s, t w xFirst, we check that c is a K U -comodule homomorphism. It isq
w xenough to do this for s s 0. Let t , s be the obvious K U -comoduleq
structure map on I 0 m I t and I t, respectively. Then2 3 1
c 0, t m id (t y m z m ??? m z m zŽ .Ž .Ž . 1 t
s c 0, t m id y m z m ??? m z m z m y ? zŽ . Ý Ž1. 1 t Ž1. Ž2. Ž2.ž /
y , z
s y ? z m ??? m y ? z m y ? z m y ? zÝ Ž1. 1 Ž t . t Ž tq1. Ž1. Ž tq2. Ž2.
y , z
s s y ? z m ??? m y ? z m y ? zÝ Ž1. 1 Ž t . t Ž tq1.ž /
y
s s (c 0, t y m z m ??? m z m z .Ž .Ž . 1 t
s, t w xThus c is an K U -comodule homomorphism.q
Second, we should check the map c [ [ c s, t is indeed a cochains, t
map. As above, we only need to consider elements in I 0 m I t. We have2 3
d0 m id t q id 0 m dt y m z m ??? m zŽ .Ž .I I 1 tq13 2
s X y X q Y q Y1 2 1 2
with
X s 1 m y m z m ??? m z ,1 1 tq1
X s y m y m z m ??? m zÝ2 Ž1. Ž2. 1 tq1
y
which are elements in I 1 m I t, and2 3
Y s y m 1 m z m ??? m z ,1 1 tq1
tq1
iY s y1 y m z m ??? m z m z m z m z m ??? m z ,Ž .Ý Ý2 1 iy1 i , Ž1. i , Ž2. iq1 tq1
zis1 i
which are elements in I 0 m I tq1. Note that2 3
c 1, t X s c 0, tq1 Y s y m y ? z m ??? m y ? z .Ž . Ž . Ý2 1 Ž1. Ž2. 1 Ž tq2. tq1
y
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We obtain that
c tq1 ( d0 m id t q id 0 m dt y m z m ??? m z m zŽ .Ž .ž /I I 1 t tq13 2
s 1 m y ? z m ??? m y ? zÝ Ž1. 1 Ž tq1. tq1
y
tq1
iq y1 y ? z m ??? m y ? zŽ .Ý Ý Ž1. 1 Ž iy1. iy1
y , zis1 i
m y ? z m y ? z m y ? z m ??? m y ? zŽ i. i , Ž1. Ž iq1. i , Ž2. Ž iq2. iq1 Ž tq2. tq1
s dt y ? z m ??? m y ? zÝ Ž1. 1 Ž tq1. tq1ž /
y
s dt (c t y m z m ??? m z m z .Ž .Ž . 1 t tq1
vThis proves our claim. Clearly c is an extension of the identity map on the
augmentation term K. By standard facts from homological algebra we
vŽ .know the isomorphism 2.3.1 is induced by c . Now it is easy to see
l mx m x m b x m ??? m b x g H K , K UŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0 q^ ‘ _
Ž .m y 2 r2
is the image of
1 my1x m x m b x m ??? m b x g H U, K m H K , K U .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /0 0 qž / 1^ ‘ _
Ž .m y 2 r2
Hence it is nonzero. On the other hand, one can verify directly that
x m x l q x l m x s › 0 yx lq1 ,Ž .
1 1
0 2 l l 0 2 lx m x s › y x , x m x s › y x ,ž /ž /w x2 2
and
x m b x y b x m xŽ . Ž .0 0
¡ 1
1 2 2› y x m x , if l s 3,ž /w x2
ly2 w x w x1 l y 1 ??? l y k q 2
1 2 ly1 k lykq1~› y x m x y x m xs Ý !ž w x2 w xkks3
1
ly1 2y x m x , if l G 4,¢ /w x2
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x l m b x y b x m x lŽ . Ž .0 0
!ly1 w xl y 1
1 lqk lyks › y x m xÝ ! !ž w x w xk l y kks1
!ly1 w xl y 1
lyk lqky x m x ,Ý ! ! /w x w xk l y kks1
vŽ .which implies that in H K, A ,
x j x l q x l j x s 0,
x j x s 0, x l j x l s 0,
x j b x s b x j x , x l j b x s b x j x l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
This completes the proof of the theorem.
3. COHOMOLOGY OF q-POLYNOMIAL COALGEBRAS
ŽIn this section, we first introduce the concept of q-polynomial resp.
.infinitesimal q-polynomial coalgebras. Then we study the cohomology
of infinitesimal q-polynomial coalgebras with coefficients in trivial co-
module K.
w x ŽRecall the definition of p , p in Section 1. For any x g K B resp.1 q
wŽ . x. Ž . Ž Ž ..x g K B , we write p x resp. p x simply as x. Then it is easy toÄq 1 1& &
a ai j i j 4 Ž  4.see that the set Ł x N a G 0 resp. Ł x N 0 F a - l forms ai) j i j i j i) j i j i j
w x Ž wŽ . x.basis for K U resp. for K U whenever the products are taken inq q 1
any prefixed order on the x 's.i j
Ž .  4Let N s n n y 1 r2. Now we fix a total order on x N i ) j asi j
x ) x X X if and only if i ) iX or i s iX and j ) jX ,i j i j
and we write the increasing sequence for the above set as x , x , . . . , x .1 2 N
Ž . Ž q. N < < aFor any a s a , a , . . . , a in Z , let a s a q a q ??? qa , x s1 2 N 1 2 N
a1 a2 aN Ž q. N Ž q. Nx x ??? x . Take the lexicographical order on Z , i.e., ;a, b g Z ,1 2 N
< < < < < < < <a ) b if and only if a ) b or a s b but ’ i ,
2 a ) b and a s b , ; j - i .i i j j
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& &
a a a a1 2 N wŽ . xFor each monomial x s x x ??? x in K U , let1 2 N q 1
& a1aÄD x [ p m p x m x q x m x x m xŽ .Ž . Ž . Žž1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 21 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2
aa N2qx m x ??? x m x q x m x ,. Ž . /2 2 2 2 N N N N N N N N1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2
where x s x . It is routine to verify that this is a well-defined K-lineari i i1 2
wŽ . x wŽ . x wŽ . x Ž .map from K U to K U m K U . For any 1 F j F N, let P beq 1 q 1 q 1 j 1&
a a a1 2 jwŽ . x the K-linear subspace of K U spanned by x x ??? x N 0 F a - l,q 1 1 2 j i
4i s 1, 2, . . . , j . We observe that
ÄŽ .3.1 LEMMA. For any 1 F j F N, the K-linear map D induces a comulti-
Ž . Žplication on P making it into a K-coalgebra with the ob¤ious augmentationj 1
.map .
ÄŽŽ . . Ž . Ž .Proof. Since D P : P m P , it is enough to consider the casej 1 j 1 j 1
when j s N. We divided the proof into three steps:
Ž q. NStep 1. For any i ) j and a g Z with 0 F a - l for each i, leti& &
a c c cx x s Ý r x , where r g K and 0 F c - l for each i. We claim thati j c a a i
c < < < < < <r / 0 « c G a and a F c F a q 1.a
< <In fact, this is easy, by using induction on a and some case by case
discussions based on commutation relations.
Ž q. NStep 2. Assume a g Z with 0 F a - l for each i. Leti
& &
a a b cp m p D x s g x m x ,Ž . Ž . Ý1 1 b , c
b, c
where g a g K and 0 F b , c - l for each b, c, i. We claim thatb, c i i
&& &
a a a b cÄi g / 0 « b q c G a, ii D x s g x m x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýb , c b , c
bqcsa
Ž .For i , we first use induction on n. The case when n s 2 is clear.
< <Suppose it is true for n y 1. We next use induction on a . The case when
< < < < aa s 1 is also obvious. Assume it is true for a y 1, we can now write x as& &X X X X XXa q N a a b cŽ . Ž . Ž . X X X Xx x for some a g Z . Then p m p D x s Ý g x m x ,n j 1 1 b , c b , c
where g X Xa
X
g K and 0 F bX, cX - l for each bX, cX, i and g X Xa
X
/ 0 « bX qb , c i i b , c
cX G aX.
Therefore
p m p D x a s p m p D x a
X
D xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1 n j




x m x c
X
x .Ž . Ý1 1 b , c nk k jž /X Xb , c
jFkFn
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Using the result of Step 1 and the fact that x a differed with x a
X
only in x ,n j
Ž .we see that i follows immediately.
Ž . < < ŽFor ii , we also use induction on n and a . We have by induction&& &XX X Xa a b cÄ. Ž . X X X X Xhypothesis D x s Ý g x m x . Thereforeb qc sa b , c
& &
a b cg x m xÝ b , c
b, c
s p m p D x a
X
D xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 n j






x m xŽ . Ý Ý1 1 b , c nk k jž / ž /ž /X Xb , c jFkFn
aX1s p m p x m x q x m x ??? x m xŽ . Ž . Žž1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 N N N N1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2
X & &aN a b cqx m x x m x q x m x q h x m xŽ .. Ý/N N N N nn n j n j j j b , c1 2 2 2
bqc)a
&& &
a a b cÄs D x q h x m xŽ . Ý b , c
bqc)a
&& &
a a b cÄŽ .which shows D x s Ý g x m x , as required.bqcsa b, c
ÄStep 3. By the result of Step 2, we see that the coassociative law for D
follows easily from that for D. The counit law is obvious. This completes
our proof.
Ž . wŽ . x wŽ . x w x w x3.2 Remark. If replacing K U , K B by K U , K B , respec-q 1 q 1 q q
tively, in the above procedure, we can also get a K-coalgebra which will be
Ž Ž . .denoted by P . Note that the P resp. P are in fact some sorts ofj j j 1
Žq-deformation of classical polynomial coalgebra resp. infinitesimal polyno-
.mial coalgebra . For this reason, we call them the q-polynomial coalgebra
and infinitesimal q-polynomial coalgebra, respectively.
For each 1 F j F N, denote by P the subspace of P spanned byj j&
a a1 j < 4x ??? x 0 F a F l, i s 1, . . . , j . It is a subcoalgebra of P with comul-1 j i j&
aÄŽ . Ž .Ž . Žtiplication given by D x s p m p f ??? f , where f s x m1, a j, a k , a k k1 1
.ak w xx q x m x g K B .k k k k k k q1 2 1 2 2 2
We shall define a new comultiplication on P as follows: for anyj
Ž q. ja g Z with 0 F a F l for each k,k
&
aD x s p m p f ??? f ,Ž .Ž . ž /1, a j , a
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where
f , if a - l ,k , a k
f sk , a l l½ 1 m x q x m 1 q b x , if a s l ,Ž .k k 0 k k
Ž . Žw x! w x!w x!. s tand b x s Ý l y 1 r s t x m x .0 k sqtsl, s/ 0, t / 0 k k
We need to check the coassociative law. In fact, this is clear by using the
l w xfact that x is central in K B and the identityk q
& & & &
Ä Ä1 m b x y D m 1 b x q 1 m D b x y b x m 1 s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /0 k 0 k 0 k 0 k
Ž . Ž .We denote this new coalgebra by C , D . It clearly contains P as itsj j 1
subcoalgebra. We have
Ž .3.3 THEOREM. For any 1 F j F N, there is a natural graded T -algebraq
vŽ . Ž . Ž .isomorphism H K, C ( L V , where L V is the graded algebra withj q j q j
 4generators « and defining relationsi 1F iF j
qyŽ b i , b iX .« « X q « X « s 0, where i - iX , b s xy1 x , b X s x X Xy1 x X Xi i i i i i i i i i i i i i1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
and for any 1 F i F j,
« « s 0.i i
Ž .Here we assign grade degree 1 to each « .i
Proof. Denote by › i the ith differential in the Hochschild complex for& & &
iC . It is easy to see that for any 1 F i F j, x g Ker › . Since x m x sj i i i&
X1 y1 2Ž w x .› y 2 x and for any i - ii
& & & &
XyŽ b , b .i i X Xq x m x q x m xi i i i
&
X X1¡ X› yx x , i s i and i - i ,Ž .i i 1 1 2 2
&
X X1 y1
X› yq x x , i - i and i s i ,Ž .i i 1 1 2 2~s 3.3.1Ž .&
X1
X› yqx x , i s i ,Ž .i i 1 2
&
X X1¢ X  4  4› yx x , i , i l i , i s B,Ž .i i 1 1 2 2
we obtained that
& & & & & &
XyŽ b , b .i i X Xq x x q x x s 0, x x s 0.i i i i i i
By the construction of comultiplication for C , we know that eachj
differential › i keeps the degree. If f s f m ??? m f with deg f s ??? s1 i 1
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iŽ .deg f s 1, then › f s 0. It follows that for any m G 0, the seti
& &
x m ??? m x 1 F j - j - ??? - j F j,½ 5j j 1 2 m1 m
mŽ .actually forms a K-linear independent subset in H K, C .j
mŽ .Now to complete the proof, it suffices to show dim H K, C Fj
mŽ .dim L V for each m G 0.q j
 kWe use induction on j. Let C be the K-coalgebra with basis x N 0 F
4k F l , and comultiplication defined by
k¡ k i kyix m x , if 0 F k F l ,Ýk ~ iD x sŽ . is0
l l¢1 m x q x m 1 q b x , if k s l.Ž .0
Ž .It clearly contains A see Section 2 as a subcoalgebra. One can verify1
Ž w x.directly A , C, K T is a Hochschild triple. Therefore there is a spectral1
sequence with
m , mX m mX w x mq mXE s H H K , K T , A « H K , C .Ž .Ž .Ž .2 1
mXŽ w x. mXŽ . X ŽNote that H K, K T s H G , K s 0 whenever m G 2. We get as aa
.K-linear space
H m K , C s Em , 0 [ Emy 1, 1 s H m K , A [ H my 1 K , A .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 1 1
1Ž w x. lHere we also use the fact that H K, K T s K x is a trivial A -co-1
module. In particular, this shows our claim is true for j s 1. &
ajIn general, we denote by Q the subspace of C spanned by x N 0 Fj j j
4a F l . It is isomorphic to the K-coalgebra C we just discussed. One canj




s H m H m
X
K , C , Q « H mq mX K , C .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 jy1 j j
By the induction hypothesis,
vH K , CŽ .jy1
& &
s K-Span x m ??? m x 1 F j - j - ??? - j F j y 1, s G 0 .½ 5j j 1 2 s1 s
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From the cochain maps in the diagram
0“Q “C m Q “Cm2 m Q “ ???j j j j j
x x x 3.3.2Ž .
2m0“ K “ C “ C “ ???jy1 jy1
vŽ Ž . .which induces isomorphism between H K, C and itself , we canjy1




( H m K , Q m H m
X
K , C .Ž . Ž .2 j jy1
Therefore
dim H m K , C s dim Em , 0 q dim Emy 1, 1 q ??? qdim E0, mŽ .j ‘ ‘ ‘
F dim Em , 0 q dim Emy 1, 1 q ??? qdim E0, m2 2 2
F dim Lm V ,Ž .q j
as required.
XFor each 0 F i F j, let C be the subspace of P spanned byi j
a a a1 2 jx x ??? x g P N 0 F a - l , for k s i q 1, i q 2, . . . , j .½ 51 2 j j k
X X X XŽ . Ž .It is easy to see that D C : C m C . In other words, C , D is ai i i i
subcoalgebra of C . Hence we get a subcoalgebras chain,j
P s CX ; CX ; ??? ; CX ; CX ??? ; CX s C .Ž .j 0 1 i iq1 j j1
Set
& & &
X2W [ K-Span b x , b x , . . . , b x : H K , C .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5jy i 0 iq1 0 iq2 0 j i
Ž w Ž .x.We have compare GK, 2.3.2
Ž .3.4 THEOREM. For any 0 F i F j, there is a natural graded T -algebraq
v X XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .isomorphism H K, C ( L V m S W , where L V is as in Theoremi q j jyi q j
XŽ . Ž3.3, while S W is the symmetric algebra for W gi¤ing all its elementsjy i jyi
.degree 2 .
Ž .Proof. The proof is almost the same with a slight difference as that in
w Ž .xGK, 2.3.2 . For completeness, we add it here.
We proceed by induction on i. By Theorem 3.3 the claim is true for
i s j. Now assume the theorem holds for all i F k F j and prove it for
i y 1.
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Ž X X w x.It is easy to see that C , C , K T is a Hochschild triple. Hence weiy1 i
have a spectral sequence with
m , mX m mX w x X mqmX XE s H H K , K T , C « H K , C .Ž .Ž .Ž .2 iy1 i
We divide the proof into four steps:
Step 1. We claim that for any mX ) 0, Em , m
X
s 0.‘
m mŽ X . mŽ X .Denote by f the canonical homomorphism H K, C “ H K, Ciy1 i
induced by the natural embedding CX ¤ CX . It is easy to see that f m foriy1 i
v XŽ .m F 2 is surjective, so is it for any m by the fact that H K, C is ani
algebra generated by elements of degree F 2. Note that f m coincides
with the compositions of the morphism
H m K , CX s Em , 0 ‚ Em , 0 ‚ ??? ‚ Em , 0 ¤ H m K , CX .Ž . Ž .iy1 2 3 ‘ i
m , 0 mŽ X .We obtained that the inclusion E ¤ H K, C is an isomorphism.‘ i
v
XX m , mŽ .Since the spectral sequence converges to H K, C , we have E s 0 fori ‘
all mX ) 0. This proves our claim.
2Ž .Step 2. We claim that for any i F k F j, dim H K, C s 1.iy1 l x k
Ž . Ž .  aj 4Denote by Q the subspace of P spanned by x N 0 F a - l . Thenj 1 j 1 j j
ŽŽ . Ž . Ž . .it is easy to see that Q , P , P is a Hochschild triple. Thereforej 1 j 1 jy1 1
there is a spectral sequence with
Em , m
X
s H m H m
X
K , P , Q « H mq mX K , P .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /2 jy1 j j1 1 1
mXŽ Ž . .Using the same arguments as before, we can show that H K, P is ajy1 1
Ž .trivial Q -comodule. Hencej 1
Em , m
X
( H m K , Q m H m
X
K , P .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 j jy11 1
Now we have
dim H 2 K , P s dim E0, 2 q dim E2, 0 q dim E1, 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . l x l x l xj ‘ ‘ ‘l x k k k1 k
F dim E0, 2 q dim E2, 0 q dim E1, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .l x l x l x2 2 2k k k
On the other hand, by some direct computations we see that for any&
2w x Ž Ž . .1 F k F j, b x is nonzero in H K, P . This, together with induc-Ž .0 k j 1
tion on j, shows that our claim is true for i s 1.
Now using induction on i and Theorem 3.3, the general cases also follow
immediately.
1Ž w x. 1Ž . l XStep 3. Note that H K, K T s H G , K s K x is a trivial C -a i iy1
comodule. By Step 2 and the fact that E0, 1 ( E0, 1 s 0 it is easy to see that3 ‘
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1Ž w x. 0, 1 2, 0 lthe differential d : H K, K T s E “ E maps x to a nonzero2 2 2 i& &
v Xw x w x Ž .multiple of b x . We claim that b x is central in H K, C .Ž . Ž .0 i 0 i iy1
In fact, since the spectral sequence
m , mX m mX w x X mqmX XE s H H K , K T , C « H K , CŽ .Ž .Ž .2 iy1 i
Ž w Ž .x.is a multiplicative spectral sequence compare GK, 5.3 , we get a graded
algebra isomorphism
v v v vX Xw x w xH H K , K T , C ( H K , C m H K , K T .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .iy1 iy1
mŽ X . / 0 1Ž w x.For any x g H K, C and y g H K, K T , we haveiy1
m
x m 1 ? 1 m y s y1 1 m y ? x m 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
ŽSince the differential d in the above spectral sequence is a derivation see2
w x. Ž m , 0.G and d E s 0, we get2 2
m my1 x ? d y s d x ? y q y1 x ? d y s d x m 1 ? 1 m yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 2 2
ms y1 d 1 m y ? x m 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
ms y1 d y ? x y y ? d xŽ . Ž .2 2
ms y1 d y ? x ,Ž . 2
as required.
vStep 4. We claim that the kernel of the canonical morphism f :
v vX XŽ . Ž .H K, C “ H K, C is equal to the two side ideal generated byiy1 i&
w xb x .Ž .0 i
mŽ w x.In fact, since H K , K T s 0 for any m ) 1, we have
vm , 0 my2, 1 m , 0 m , 0 my2, 1Ž . Ž .E rd E ( E ( E . Hence Ker f s Ý d E . Now2 2 2 3 ‘ mG 2 2 2
using the fact that d is a derivation, the claim follows immediately.2
Step 5. By Step 1, we know Em , 1 ( Em , 1 s 0. Hence the map3 ‘
m X 1 w x m , 1 mq2, 0 mq2 Xd : H K , C m H K , K T s E “ E s H K , CŽ . Ž .Ž .2 iy1 2 2 iy1
mŽ X . 1Ž w x.is injective. But by Step 3 for any x g H K, C and y g H K, K T ,iy1 &
mŽ . Ž . w xwe have d x m y s y1 x ? d y. We see that b x is not a zero-Ž .2 2 0 i
v XŽ .divisor in H K, C .iy1
Using the same calculations as that carried out in Theorem 3.3, one can
verify that
& & & & & &
XyŽ b , b .i i X Xq x x q x x s 0, x x s 0.i i i i i i
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This, together with the result of Step 4, completes the proof of the whole
theorem.
Ž .3.5 COROLLARY. For any 1 F j F N, there is a natural graded T -q
v XŽ Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .algebra isomorphism H K, P ( L V m S W , where L V is as inj 1 q j j q j
XŽ . ŽTheorem 3.3, while S W is the symmetric algebra for W gi¤ing all itsj j
.elements degree 2 .
Ž .4. B -COHOMOLOGYq 1
In this section we shall give one key result in this paper}the determina-
vŽŽ . .tion of H B , K .q 1
w x wŽ . x XSet A s K U , A s K U . Let A be the subspace of A spannedq 1 q 1 1 1
by
;a a a1 2 Nynq1x x ??? x 0 F a - l , k s 1, 2, . . . , N y n q 1 .Ž . 41 2 Nynq1 k
It is a subcoalgebra of A . Let aY be the subspace of A spanned by1 1
;a a a1 2 Nx x ??? x a / 0, for some 1 F k F N y n q 1 .Ž . 41 2 N k
It is a coideal of A . We get a quotient coalgebra AY [ A raY. It is easy1 1 1
to see that AY is essentially another q-deformation of classical infinitesi-1
mal polynomial coalgebra. Set
& & &
Žny1.W [ K-Span b x , b x , . . . , b x .Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 50 n1 0 n2 0 nny1
Using the same arguments as in Section 3, one can prove that there is a
graded T -algebra isomorphismq
v Y XŽny1. Žny1.H K , A ( L V m S W ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 q
Ž Žny1..  4where L V is the graded algebra with generators « andq i 1F iF ny1
defining relations
qy1« « X q « X « s 0, where i - iX ,i i i i
XŽ Žny1.. Žny1.while S W is the symmetric algebra for W giving all elements of
W Žny1. degree 2. We have
Ž . Ž X Y .4.1 LEMMA. A , A , A is a Hochschild triple. In particular, for any1 1 1
X q mXŽ Y . XA -comodule V and any m g Z , H V, A has a natural A -comodule1 1 1
structure and there is a spectral sequence with
Em , m
X
s H m H m
X
V , AY , AX « H mq mX V , A .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1 1 1
Proof. It is easy and omitted.
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Recall that B is the lower triangular Borel subgroup of general linear
group G s GL . Denote by n the ad-nilpotent elements in the Lien
algebra of B. The coordinate algebra of n as a variety is the symmetric
algebra on nU. It inherits the adjoint B-action from n. We have
Ž . oddŽŽ . .4.2 THEOREM. H B , K s 0 and there is a T-module isomor-q 1
phism
ev w xH B , K ( K n .Ž .Ž .q 1
Proof. We use induction on n. Suppose it is true for n y 1. By Lemma
4.1 we have a spectral sequence with
Em , m
X
s H m H m
X
K , AY , AX « H mq mX K , A .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1 1 1
Denote GL by G Žny1.. To distinguish with those for G , we put any1, q q q
superscript on the corresponding notations for GL . It is easy to seeny1, q
T ( T Žny1. = T Ž1. and there is a coalgebra isomorphism AX (q q q 1
wŽ .Žny1.x mŽ X .ŽTq .1K U . By induction hypothesis it is easy to see H K, A sq 1 1
mŽ X .ŽTqŽny1..1H K, A . Since the above spectral sequence is compatible with1
coadjoint T -action, we get a spectral sequence withq
X X X Ž . XŽ .X Ž .TT TY X q 1m , m m , m m m mqmq 1 q 1E [ E s H H K , A , A « H K , A .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 1 1 1
We claim that
Ž . mXŽ Y .ŽTq .1 X X1 H K, A is a trivial A -comodule, making it into an A1 1 1
mXŽ Y .subcomodule of H K, A , and1
Ž . mŽ mXŽ Y . X .ŽTq .1 mŽ X .ŽTq .1 mXŽ Y .ŽTq .12 H H K, A , A ( H K, A m H K, A .1 1 1 1
X mXŽ Y .Denote the A -comodule structure map of H K, A by t . Since t is a1 1
coadjoint T -morphism, we seeq
X X Ž .Ž . TTY Y X q 1m mq 1t H K , A : H K , A m A .Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /1 1 1
v Y XŽny1. Žny1.Ž . Ž . Ž .Since H K, A ( L V m S W , by T -weight consideration1 q q
and our assumption l ) n, we see
X Ž . X Ž .T TY Ym mq 1 q 1t H K , A : H K , A m 1.Ž . Ž .ž /1 1
This proves the first claim. By the same reason it is easy to see the map




Ž .TX X q 1Ž . Ž .T TY X Y Xq 1m m m m q 1H H K , A , A ( H H K , A , AŽ . Ž .Ž . ž /1 1 1 1
Ž . X Ž .T TX Ym mq 1 q 1( H K , A m H K , A .Ž . Ž .1 1
Therefore the second claim also follows.
Hence we get a spectral sequence with
X X Ž . X Ž .T TX Ym , m m mq 1 q 1E s H K , A mH K , AŽ . Ž .2 1 1
X Ž . Xny1Ž . Ž .T TYmqm m mq 1 q 1« H K , A ( H B , K m H K , A .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 q 1ž /1
Since all trivial weights occur in even m and mX, so we have dm , m
X
s 0 ifr
r G 2. Note that
X Ž . XTmqm mqmq 1H K , A ( H B , K .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 q 1
Using the same arguments as before, we see that the conclusion follows
immediately from induction.
Now we shall prove the above isomorphism can be chosen as a graded
B-algebra isomorphism. First let us recall the lexicographical order defined
Ž q. N Ž q. Non Z in Section 3. Write the increasing sequence of index in Z as
0, . . . , 0 s aŽ0. - aŽ1. - ??? - aŽ iy1. - aŽ i. - ???ž /^ ‘ _
N
Ž i.  Ž j. Ž q. N 4 Ž iq1. Ž i.and let S [ a g Z N j G i . It is obvious that ??? ; S ; S
vŽ0. Ž .; ??? ; S . Denote by C K, A the Hochschild complex for A . For1 1
X q mŽ . Xany m g Z , define C K, A to be the subspace of1 Žm .




Ž i . Ž i . Ž i .1 2 ma a ax m x m ??? m x
Ž Ž i k . . Ž i1. Ž i2 . Ž im. ŽmX .with 0 F a - l for each k, j such that a q a q ??? qa G a .j
It is clear that
??? ; C m K , A X ; C m K , A X ; ??? .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m q1 m1 1
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vŽ .In other words, we have constructed a filtration of the complex C K, A .1
By the proof of Lemma 3.1 it is easy to see
› m C m K , A X : C mq 1 K , A X .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .m m1 1
Ž q. NNote that there is a natural Z -grading on the Hochschild complex for
Ž . Ž . q XP [ P see Section 3 , which induces a Z -grading on P via P [N 1 Žm .
vqX Ž ..ŽmP . Therefore there is a natural Z -grading on H K, P . By theŽa .
construction of the filtered complex and the proof of Lemma 3.1 we obtain
that
Ž .4.3 LEMMA. Let
v v v
X XGr C K , A [ C K , A rC K , A .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . [ Ž . Ž .m m q11 1 1
Xm
Then there is a canonical isomorphism of graded complex
v vGr C K , A ( C K , P .Ž . Ž .Ž .1
Now we can prove
Ž . oddŽŽ . .4.4 THEOREM. H B , K s 0 and there is a natural graded B-q 1
algebra isomorphism
ev w xH B , K ( K n .Ž .Ž .q 1
Proof. We only need to prove the second assertion. By Lemma 4.3
vŽ .we get a filtration of the Hochschild complex C K , A . i.e.,1
v Ž . 4X XC K, A . Moreover there is an isomorphism of graded complex1 Žm . m
v vGr C K , A ( C K , P .Ž . Ž .Ž .1
mŽ .X XIt is easy to see F C K, A s 0 for all i. The general theorym ) 0 1 Žm .









s H mq m
X
K , P « H mq mX K , A .Ž . Ž .Ž .m1 1
By Corollary 3.5, we know there is graded T -algebra isomorphismq
v XH K , P ( L V m S W .Ž . Ž . Ž .q N N
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Therefore we have E -term1
Em , m
X
s Ls V m St W ,Ž . Ž .Ž .[1 q N N Ž .m
s, t
where
X < Žm. <m q m s s q 2 t and a s s q lt .
w Ž .xUsing the same argument as in GK, 2.5 , we see that for any two sets
 4  X X 4of distinct positive roots b , . . . , b and b , . . . , b ,1 p 1 q
b q???qb y b X q???qb X glX « b q???qb sb X q???qb X .Ž . Ž .1 p 1 q 1 p 1 q
4.4.1Ž .
This shows that
Ž . TT qq 1s sL V s L V ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .q N q N
Ž .which is nonzero if and only if s s 0. Taking T -fixed points, we get aq 1
spectral sequence with
X Em , m
X
s St W « H mq mX B , K .Ž . Ž .Ž .[ Ž .m1 N q 1
t
Therefore X Em , m
X
/ 0 only if m, mX have the same parity. Hence the1
spectral sequence collapses at the X E term. Since the spectral sequence is1
a multiplicative, we get a graded algebra isomorphism
v X X vv , v v , vGr H B , K ( E ( E ( S W . 4.4.2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ž /q ‘ 1 N1
vŽŽ . .Denote by D the subalgebra of H B , K generated by W . Here weq 1 N
v v ŽT .q 1ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž .identify H B , K with H K, A . Since D ( Gr D is in fact aq 1 1
Ž Ž ..graded subalgebra, we see via 4.4.2 the canonical embedding Gr D ¤
X E v , v (X E v , v is indeed an isomorphism. Hence Gr D coincides with X E v , v.‘ 1 ‘
Therefore we have
v XH B , K s D ( Gr D ( S W .Ž .Ž .Ž .q N1
This proves the existence of the algebra isomorphism.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we only need to prove
vŽ . ŽŽ . .1 the B-module structure on H B , K is compatible with theq 1
cup product, and
Ž . 2ŽŽ . . U2 there is a B-module isomorphism H B , K ( n .q 1
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vŽ . wŽ . xFor 1 , denote the Hochschild complex of K B by C . Recall theq 1
w xHochschild resolution of trivial K B -comodule K, when regarded as aq
vŽ . ŽŽ . .B -injective resolution, induces the B-structure on H B , K . Afterq 1 q 1
vŽ .taking B -fixed points we get a complex, which will be denoted by D .q 1
s, t s t sqt ŽDefine a linear map c from D m D to D by sending x m ??? m1
. Ž .x m x m y m ??? m y m y tos 1 t
x y m ??? m x y m x y ,Ý Ž1. 1 Ž t . t Ž tq1.
x
w x w x Ž w Ž .x.where x , y g K B , x, y g K B compare PW2, A.3.3 . Using thei i q
same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we can show that
v v v vs, tc [ [ c defines a cochain map from D m D to D and it is easys, t
to see the diagram
c s, t
s t sqtD m D “ D
6 6
s t sq t 4.4.3Ž .w mw w
ms t sqtC m C “ C
v v vis commutative, where w is the obvious cochain map from D to C . One
s, t Ž .can verify directly that each c is a ``regular'' B-module homomor-
Ž .phism. This proves 1 . By Theorem 4.2, we know that the T-weight set of
2ŽŽ . . ŽH B , K is exactly the set of all positive roots counting with multiplic-q 1
. qities . For any a g F , it is easy to see a q r is a dominant weight, where
r is half the sum of all positive roots. Therefore by Kempf's vanishing
Ž w Ž .xtheorem see PW1, 10.4.1 we have a T-module isomorphism
IndG H 2 B , K ( IndG aŽ .Ž . [ž /B q B1 qagF
Ž w x.Comparing with the classical case, we see cf. J that there is a T-module
isomorphism
IndG H 2 B , K ( gU ,Ž .Ž .ž /B q 1
where g is the Lie algebra of G. In particular, the two G-module has the
same character formula. Since any finite dimensional G-module is com-
pletely reducible, there must exist an isomorphism of the G-module
IndG H 2 B , K ( gU .Ž .Ž .ž /B q 1
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Again by Kempf's vanishing theorem and the commutative diagram
0 “IndG a“IndGV“IndG Vra “0Ž .B B B
6 6 6
E¤ E¤ E¤ 4.4.4Ž .
0 “ a “ V “ Vra “0
2ŽŽ . .where V s H B , K , we can prove by induction on dimension that theq 1
evaluation map
E¤U G 2 2g ( Ind H B , K “ H B , KŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /B q q1 1
is surjective. Note that each T-weight space of both side has dimension 1.
Ž .UWe get Ker E¤ ( grn . Hence
UU U2H B , K ( g r grn ( n ,Ž . .Ž .Ž .q 1
Ž .and 2 follows.
vŽ . Ž . ŽŽ . .4.5 THEOREM. 1 For any w g S , H B , w ? 0 is a rank one freen q 1
vŽŽ . . Ž .H B , K -module with a generator in degree l w .q 1
vŽ . ŽŽ . .2 For any l g X, H B , l / 0 only if l is of the form w ? 0 q lnq 1
for w g W and n g X, and there is a B-isomorphism
H i B , w ? 0 q ln ( H iy lŽw . B , K m n .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .q q1 1
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 4.4, we get a spectral sequence with
Em , m
X
s Ls V m St W « H mq mX K , A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .[1 q N N 1Ž .m
s, t
where
X < Žm. <m q m s s q 2 t and a s s q lt .
Since the spectral sequence is compatible with T -action, it also yields aq
spectral sequence with
Ž . XTX q 1s t mqmE s L V m l m S W « H B , l .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .[1 q N N qž / 1
s, t
Ž .For l s w ? 0 s y r y wr , since wr y r is a sum of distinct positive
Ž y1 .roots in fact it is the sum of all positive roots a satisfying w a ) 0 , we
easily see that
Ž .T 1, if s s l wŽ .q 1sdim L V m l sŽ .Ž .q N ½ 0, otherwise.
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Therefore
X Em , m
X
/ 0 « m q mX s s q 2 t , s s l w .Ž .1
In particular, all the nonvanishing X E -terms in the above spectral se-1
quence are of the same parity. It follows that the above spectral sequence
collapses at the X E -term and we obtain a graded space isomorphism1
X E v , v (X E v , v ( SŽvyl Žw ..r2 W .Ž .‘ 1 N
vŽŽ . .Taking w s e we get the graded algebra isomorphism H B , K (q 1
XŽ . Ž .S W see Theorem 4.4 . The above graded space isomorphism is compat-N
vŽŽ . . Žible with the action of H B , K which is induced by the cup opera-q 1




s H m G , Rm
X
IndŽGq .1l « H mq mX B , l .Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /2 q ŽB . q1 1q 1
Ž . Ž .Since B is an exact subgroup of G , the above spectral sequenceq 1 q 1
degenerates. We obtain that
H m B , l ( H m G , IndŽGq .1l ( Ext m K , IndŽGq .1l .Ž . Ž .Ž . ž / ž /q q ŽB . ŽG . ŽB .1 1 q 1 q 1 q 1
mŽŽ . . Ž wIf H B , l / 0, by infinitesimal strong linkage principle see PW2,q 1
Ž . Ž .x.2.8 ; J, 9.12 , we deduce that l s w ? 0 q ln for some w g S andn
Ž .n g X. This proves the first part of 2 ; the second part has been proved in
w Ž .xPW3, 5.6.3 .
Ž .5. G -COHOMOLOGYq 1
Ž .In this section we get our main result}the determination of Gq 1
cohomology.
Recall that the null cone N ; g is the subvariety of all the ad-nilpotent
elements in g. There is a natural G-adjoint action on it making it into a
G-variety. Therefore the coordinate algebra of N has a natural G-module
structure making it into a graded G-algebra. We have
Ž . oddŽŽ . .5.1 THEOREM. H G , K s 0 and there is a natural graded G-q 1
algebra isomorphism
ev w xH G , K ( K N .Ž .Ž .q 1
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Proof. By the uniqueness of induction functor, we get a commutative
diagram of functors
IndGqBq 6
B -modules G -modulesq q
6 6
ŽB .q 1ŽB . ŽG . 5.1.1Ž .q 1 q 1Ž . Ž .y y
GIndB 6B-modules G-modules
By Grothendieck's spectral sequence theorem, we get two spectral se-
quence
E i , j s H i G , R j IndGq K « Riq j IndG KŽ .ž /2 q B B1 q q
and
X E i , j s RiIndG H j B , K « Riq j IndG K .Ž .Ž .ž /2 B q B1 q
Ž wBy the Bott]Borel]Weil Theorem for small dominant weight see PW1,
Ž .x j Gq10.2.3 we know R Ind K s 0, for all j ) 0. Therefore the first spectralB q i, 0 iŽŽ . .sequence degenerates and we have E ( H G , K . In the second‘ q 1
spectral sequence we have
0, j odd,
jH B , K sŽ .Ž .q 1 ½ w xK n , j even.jr2
w Ž Ž ..x X i, jBy J, 12.12 a , we see E s 0 for all i ) 0. Thus the second spectral2
sequence also degenerates and we have
X 0, 2 j G 2 j G w x w xE ( Ind H B , K ( Ind K n ( K N .Ž . j jŽ .ž /‘ B q B1
Comparing with the two spectral sequence we get a graded space isomor-
phism
v w xH G , K ( K N .Ž .Ž .q 1
Ž .Since all the maps in the spectral sequence are T or T moduleq
homomorphism, the above isomorphism is in fact compatible with the
T-action.
We now show that we can construct a graded G-algebra isomorphism
v i GŽŽ . . w xbetween H G , K and K N . By Kempf's vanishing theorem R Ind Kq 1 B
s 0 for all i ) 0. Therefore there is a spectral sequence with
E i , j s RiIndG H j B , K « H iq j G , IndGq K ( H iq j G , K .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /2 B q q B q1 1 1q
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1ŽŽ . . 2 GSince H B , K s 0 and R Ind K s 0, we have a G-module isomor-q 1 B
phism
H 2 G , K ( IndG H 2 B , K ( IndG nU ( gU .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /q B q B1 1
This extends to a graded G-algebra homomorphism
v vUu : S g “ H G , K .Ž . Ž .Ž .q 1
w Ž .xBy PW1, 10.4.6 , we know
G
i iH G , K ( Ext K , K s 0, ; i ) 0.Ž .Ž .Ž .ž /q G1 q
v UŽ . w xWe see u factors through the surjective map S g “ K N to induce a
graded G-algebra homomorphism
vw xu : K N “ H G , K .Ž .Ž .q 1
On the other hand, the natural restriction map
v vH G , K “ H B , KŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .q q1 1
induces a graded G-homomorphism
v vG G w xh : H G , K “ Ind H B , K ( Ind K nŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /q B q B1 1
w x( K N .
By the universal property of induction functor, the commutative diagram
ji j iqjH G , K m H G , K “ H G , KŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .q q q1 1 1
6 6
5.1.2Ž .
ji j iqjH B , K m H B , K “ H B , KŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .q q q1 1 1
induces a new commutative diagram
ji j iqjH G , K m H G , K “ H G , KŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .q q q1 1 1
x x
G i G j G iqjInd H B , K m Ind H B , K “ Ind H B , KŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .B q B q B q1 1 1
5.1.3Ž .
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Uwhich implies h is an algebra homomorphism. Since h(u N s id, itg
follows that h(u s id. This implies u is injective. Comparing with their
Ž .dimension for each homogeneous component , we see u is a graded
G-algebra isomorphism.
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